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GREEN INDUSTRY NEWS
British turf organizations launch joint effort to promote education and research... Arborists prepare for business update in Sarasota... Greenhouse energy saving technology exists Texas growers hear... Independent equipment dealers form association.
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Low Maintenance Shrubs for Great Plains Landscape
South Dakota State University horticulturists Klett and Thoreson evaluate woody ornamentals for the Great Plains. Many plants offer attractive fruit and foliage yet require minimal maintenance.

Turf Program at Devil's Elbow Based on Continuity
Superintendent Gerry Beaman describes the challenges of maintaining turf in the midst of windy, salt marshes. The careful program from soil mix to fertilization is covered.

Disney Community Has Variety of Horticultural Challenges
Bill Tanner is responsible for 76 varieties of trees, 300 varieties of ornamentals and five different grasses in a 4,000-acre community of resort hotels, office plazas, shopping areas, and recreational centers, near Orlando, Florida.

Native Viburnum Deserve Greater Use in Landscapes
Colorful foliage, flowers, fruit, and maintenance ease are just a few reasons to justify the use of native viburnum in landscapes according to Douglass Chapman.

Tree Specialists Gather to Discuss Diagnosis
Tree experts from 11 states gathered at Ohio State University this fall to collectively discuss advances in tree problem diagnosis.

Drought-Stressed Ornamentals Face Winter Damage
The facts about winterkill after low summer and autumn rainfall. Nurserymen and extension specialists tell how to diagnose drought-related winterkill.

Winter Tractor Precautions
Electrical, fuel, hydraulic and other critical aspects of winter care of tractors as provided by John Deere service experts.
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Cover: Devil's Elbow Golf Course, adjacent to Hilton Head.